THE LOCATION AND HOTEL
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PLASTICITY, DAMAGE & FRACTURE 2023
(ICPDF 2023), will take place at the Barcelo Bovaro Palace Resort, Punta Cana, January 3-9,
2023. The Barcelo Bavaro Palace Resort in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, is one of the most
luxurious, 5-star, oceanfront property with its own beach which is rated in the top ten in the
world. There are numerous direct and connecting flights to Punta Cana Airport (PUJ), from
major US, Canadian and European cities. Participants from Asia may connect via Los Angeles,
San Francisco, New York, Miami, Dallas, London, Frankfurt, Paris and Washington, to Punta
Cana. The temperature is expected to be around 80 F.
The conf. organizers are not liable for your health, hotel room or for any other thing related
to the conf. The reservation is directly between you and the hotel. Please carry your own
insurance for any protection that you desire.
HOTEL RESERVATION
You must reserve the hotel only for the days that you plan to attend the conf. as your paper will
be arranged within your hotel reservation. You are encouraged to attend the entire conf., but if
you are unable to do so then you should reserve in the second half (Jan. 5-10); if you are unable
to attend the second half, only then you should reserve in the first half (Jan. 1-6). Most of the
organized symposiums will be in the second half unless you are informed otherwise by the
symposium organizers. The registration fee will be higher if you do not stay at least 4 nights (7
nights if two participants share a room). Technical sessions will start on Jan. 3 and probably
continue to the morning of Jan. 9; the two conf. dinners are expected to be on Jan 3 and Jan. 8.
The reservation can be cancelled before November 15 without penalty. Initial deposit at the time
of reservation is 15% of the total amount; full payment is required at check-in. Recall, double
rate is per person per day as it includes all meals, taxes, gratuity and all drinks (alcoholic or nonalcoholic). If this is your first time with all inclusive, to compare with hotels that are not all
inclusive, the single rate of $230 (or double occupancy rate of $330) can be divided into $140 for
room/lodging and $90 for meals (for double occupancy, $150 for room plus $90 each for meals).
Since the service and taxes are about 28%, therefore the amounts before service and taxes will be
$109 for room/lodging and $70 for the three meals (similar amounts can be calculated for double
occupancy). It is almost impossible to find a room for $109 in a non-inclusive hotel that is
oceanfront (5-star). Also, we normally spend more than $70 for three meals with drinks
(including gratuities).
GUEST ROOM RATES : Barceló Bávaro Grand Resort
Rates valid : Sunday, January 1st, 2023 – January 11th, 2023

(PPN : Per Person, ALL IN : All Inclusive, includes all service, gratuity and taxes)

Please note that if you see lower rates than above at some wholesaler or other site, that those
rates are before gratuities (15-20%), and service & taxes (approx. 28%) are added to the amount
which is normally done at the end. If you see lower rates elsewhere for this hotel, then report to
us ASAP as per contract for the conf., the resort has agreed to provide 10% lower rates than
lowest rate on any other website. Kindly do not reserve without using the conf. link and the code
(PLASTICITY2023) otherwise you will NOT be in the conf. block.

Please follow the step-by-step guideline
for reservation in the below :

* This is an important step to get discount
(Pleas enter the code : PLASTICITY2023)

* For Your room selection,
Please select the discounted option Only under “International Conference on Plasticity,
Damage and Fracture

* Step 8 is optional (you can skip it if you are not interested in it at this moment).

* Please carefully check if you can see “PLASTICITU2023 Applied”.

CANCELLATION & EARLY DEPARTURE PENALTY
Since this is a resort, the following policies which are typical of resort, apply. All
cancellations or changes MUST be approved by the conference and the hotel in writing (Emails will be acceptable), otherwise the penalties as stated will apply.
1. You must stay at least 4 nights to get the conference rate, if you stay less than 4
nights then you will be subject to additional registration fee of $295.
2. Reservations can be cancelled without penalty on or before Nov. 15, 2022.
3. Reservations can be changed, i.e., arrival and departure dates can be changed
without any penalty on or before November 15 as long as the participant stays same
number of nights as in the initial reservation (has to be approved by the Hotel).
4. Cancellations between December 1 and 72 hours of your arrival date will be
charged for all nights reserved.
5. No shows, i.e., if your reservation is not cancelled and you do not arrive on your
reservation date, you will be charged for all days reserved.
6. Arrival or departure later or earlier than the initial reservation will be subject to
required payment of all nights not stayed, except in cases where the guest stays the
same number of nights as in the initial reservation by adjusting the arrival and/or
departure dates (has to be approved by the hotel).
7. Full payment of all reserved nights on check in.

OTHER HOTELS APART FROM THE ABOVE HOTEL:
Stay at another hotel is not feasible as this resort charges more than $70 per day per person for a
day visit if you stay at another hotel. You must make reservation by directly using the above
procedure for on-line reservation, to avoid additional registration fee.

INSURANCE:
The conf. organizers are not liable for your health, hotel room or for any other thing related
to the conf. The reservation is directly between you and the hotel. Please carry your own
insurance for any protection that you desire.

